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every time Real Madrid and Barcelona meet, will attract global attention. is perhaps because they represent not only the football itself.
< p > Real Madrid football club, Real Madrid club de Fú tbol, the Chinese referred to as Real Madrid) is a football club which was in
Madrid, Spain, the team was founded on March 6, 1902, formerly known as Madrid football team. In 1920 by the king granted "Royal"
title, emblem of a crown, and renamed the Royal madrid. on the badge on behalf of the Spanish Crown Royal supreme power, also
on behalf of the central government of spain. < p > FC Barcelona (Barcelona) Futbol Club, referred to as Barcelona (Barca), is a
football club which was in Barcelona, Spain, and city of Barcelona and Catalonia in the ESCWA region capital. Ronnie at West Asia
is what place? In the international, this is in England, Scotland, Quebec, Canada are from morning till night want independent restless
area. Below is the specific location. is independent of several generations of Catalonia Ronnie Asia's dream. Spain in the new route
before the opening has been a very traditional agricultural country, and Catalonia west near Mediterranean, free city-state
commercial prosperity, the economic difference let the two local culture and customs are also significant differences. The people of
Barcelona frequently in TV media publicly mocked the Madrid, said Spain is the PIIGS, high social welfare raised a couch potato.
While Barcelona the Catalan Ronnie West people are industrious, nearly 10% of the population over the 20% of Spanish tax. Madrid
also have their own argument, Barcelona prospered because of policy support · national investment. (coastal well, have good
understanding of )usually in the TV Newspaper tear force, but this is not enough, is now young people do not love to see the
traditional media. Inevitable, football, the whole of Europe has become a hot campaign to tear the first line. so, a variety of teams
fight, fans fight, commentary on each other in front of our eyes, all kinds of dirty dirty, want to learn can go down the degree of mother.
this is actually not the two teams of the war, but the unity and independence of the war. is it possible to change this situation? such as
Barcelona independent Spanish success or relieved, agreed to a referendum? first said that after one, Spain is different from the
United Kingdom, the country would like to have a lot of independent areas, but also a centralized, and the British government is
different, the lack of a basis for the referendum. But Barcelona Fagafaga Tai Ronnie Thea is also a representative of the basic
difficult to succeed, the lack of support from other countries, this year, is a country where people want to be independent, no country.
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